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(Jesus speaking: ) Big changes are up the road ahead for so many people, and a time of transition is going on with 

most folks these days. Each one has to be physically prepared, spiritually ready, and have their mind and thoughts 

open on the right kind of channel so they can be willing and obedient to what is needed, so as many can be helped as 

possible.  

Some things you go through are for the purpose of conditioning you for something that is to come; other things are 

to stay and be a longer-term part of your life. 

[Learning] new feelings, and how to deal with them… makes you a deeper and more caring person. You don’t have to 

know the whole story right now, for now is not the time and it would cause a disruption of thoughts to know more 

than is best to know at this point in time.  

The best thing you can do is to ask Me everything. Just ask Me what to do, when, and how, and mostly how to deal 

with the feelings or thoughts; how to react in a certain situation. Then, this time when you don’t know why things 

are the way they are, serves a very good and useful purpose—that of teaching you how to work with Me more on 

your life’s projects and heart’s needs. 

It’s a time when so many people are really going through enormous-level feelings and trials and hardships; you are 

certainly not the only one facing a unique situation. All are feeling the pull or the drain of feeling in one way or 

another—new feelings, ones they didn’t have to deal with before. And that’s because the world is changing, first 

over to the evil side—or so it appears for a time—and then changes over completely to the side of the winners—

God’s side. And it is people’s hearts that have to be won first and foremost. If all felt completely satisfied and in need 

of nothing—especially in need of no one to counsel them—then where would they come up with the hunger that is 

needed to let God be the full boss of their lives?  

Tender hearts, with a whole lot of questions, cling more easily to their Creator. And that is the course the world and 

its peoples are being taken on. 

I need you both to be constantly seeking My advice, counsel and Words of comfort amid the confusing signals that 

seem to wrap around your heart turning it nearly upside down at times. The Word is what will sort you out. 

The more of My Word—living and otherwise—that you take in to your ears and mind and thoughts, the more at 

peace you certainly will be. You don’t have to understand everything, just be like a child following instructions, or 

listening to counsel, or just enjoying a time of joy along with your Heavenly Father.  

 


